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One day in the castle of terror was Frankenstein and his friends, the ghost and the zombies. They were playing and heard a sound, bump, bump, bump!! And that sound was a princess who was jumping very, very high in a mini trampoline, but she jumped into the castle of terror.

Frankenstein said “someone is inside the castle”, the zombies were watching t.v and the ghost said “let’s go and investigate who is inside the castle”.

The zombies went to the roof and Frankenstein and the ghost went and watched in the rooms of the castle, but the princess fell in the kitchen, so they couldn’t find her…

The princess said “where am I?”, Frankenstein heard a voice and he said “the kitchen, the kitchen”…they went to the kitchen, and when they saw each other it was love at first sight. Frankenstein said very gently “I was looking for a beautiful princess just like you! Will you marry me?” … the princess said “YES!! I will marry you!”, then Frankenstein kissed her!!

They had 4 babies, one of them was half princess and half Frankenstein, they were white and green and they lived happy forever and ever.